
 

 
 

 
 

Premier Testing Protocol for 2019 IDBF World Championships 
 

Athletes trying out for the premier programs will have to complete an initial evaluation, which includes 
a mix of strength and Kayakpro erg testing. The test is very general in nature and meant to be 
accessible to the greater paddling population. OC-1 testing, and additional distances on the erg will be 
added during selection camps. Athletes must be familiar with both OC-1 and the Kayakpro erg. 

 
It is known that deviations exist between KayakPro machines due to rope and bungee inconsistencies. A 
standard configuration and set-up will be used across all testing centres, with rope/bungees being 
supplied to them. Despite these attempts at standardization inconsistencies will still remain and staff 
will take these into consideration. 

 

General evaluation test 
 
Test must do done with a recognized invigilator or coach.  There are no set-rest periods. Athletes may 
complete the exercises with as much rest as they like, even on different days. 

1. Pull-ups – maximum number of repetitions. Dead hang, full extension. No movement in the hips 

that may assist in providing momentum. 
 

2. Bench Press: Maximum number of repetitions. Full extension, touch chest.  No arching. 

Women:  120 lbs, Men 225 lbs. 

 

3. 500m Kayak pro*, filmed 
 

4. 6 min run on treadmill 
 

5. Video, 30 seconds of paddling in a dragon boat.  
 

If strength testing cannot be done with a program coach or invigilator, then film the pull-ups and bench 
press as well.  Videos should be uploaded to youtube or other video streaming service with links sent to 
program directors.  Do not email video files.  

 
 

*KayakPro settings: 
 

a) Drag factor of 52 for both men and women. If machine does not go as low as 52, use masking 
tape to cover exposed fan.  

b) 45 Kg weight for women, 68Kg for men 

c) Arm free floating on new style kayakpros, barrier at 15 inches past seat 

 


